Baroness LM331 Unique Selling Points

**Powered Steering**
- Single steering rear wheel.
- Provides a tight turning circle.
- Single arm rear wheel system.
- Reduces machine weight whilst making it easy to change the rear wheel.

**Kubota Diesel Engine**
- 18 hp diesel engine.
- Transversely fitted above the driving wheels to provide maximum traction.
- Very economical to run.
- World renowned reliability.
- Excellent aftersales backup.
- 25 litre fuel tank provides a long operating duration.

**Hydrostatic Drive System**
- A smooth and responsive hydrostatic drive system.
- Selectable 2WD or 3WD.
- Hydraulic circuit that ensures minimal turf marking.
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**Versatility and High Productivity**
- Multiple applications to include golf course tees, aprons, approaches and surrounds, sports fields and large formal lawns.

**Optional Grass Catcher System**
- Durable polyethylene grass boxes.
- Built in handles for easy emptying.
- Enhanced airflow design to ensure efficient collection.
- Quick and easy removal system.

**Tyre Options**
- Wide tyres provide a light footprint and enhanced traction.
- All tyres are tubeless to allow anti-puncture additives to be used.
- Allows quick and easy ‘plug type’ puncture repairs.
- Smooth front tyre option available.

**Operator Protection**
- Fully certified folding ROPS system.
- Golf ball protection net.
- Quick release seat belt.
- Bright LED working lamps.

**Advanced cutting Unit Geometry**
- 3-way articulation optimises contour following.
- Angled mower arm ensures constant down pressure.
- Minimises bouncing.
- Ensures a consistent and high-quality presentation.
- Features the Baroness B-Act system to provide simple bedknife aggression adjustment to optimise seasonal requirements.

**Lightweight Cutting Units**
- 1830mm (72-inch) width of cut.
- Reduces turf stress.
- Clean cut.
- Reduced the risk of scalping.
- Improved slope performance.
- Adjustable reel covers for forward or rear clipping ejection.
- Rear roller brush and scraper wire options.

**Nickel-Chrome Molybdenum Cutting Reels**
- Stays sharper for longer thus enhancing grass condition whilst reducing machine maintenance.
- Maximises the benefits of relief grinding thus minimizing friction, heat and wear.
- Compatible with back-lapping therefore keeping blades sharp at a minimal cost.
- Downtime reduced.

**Tungsten Tipped Bedknives**
- Long life, low maintenance.
- Matched in hardness to the cutting reels for even wear.
- Keeps its edge for 4 times longer than competitor’s blades.
- Better resistance to top dressing.
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